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I. INTRODUCTION

In the middle 1970's the evolution of the long rod munition
was accelerating rapidly. Many theoreticians were makina predic-
tions of performance and of implementation problems. One of the
theoreticians1 predicted the need for rods of nigner siffnress and
suggested the implementation of finned rods. He suggested that
the shape given in Figure 1 would be of constant polar roment ard
presented graphs for design purposes. The graphs were not based
upon the presented shape; rather they were based upon three
planer fins of constant thickness connectod at 1200.

'r2

.

"

Figure 1. The Katz tri-foil parameters.

We attempted to design two variations of the proposed finned
rods and found that we could not duplicate the process by wnich
the original graphs were prepared. Relying solely upon the
graphs, two penetrator types were designed with tne parameters
described in Table 1. These designs were not optimal, and at-
tempts to make optimization computations were frustrated by tne
lack of a more accurate model.
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Table 1. Design Parameters

Item rl re d L L/D*
1 8.08 12.12 14.25 96.5 1'.6
2 5.41 5.34 7.21 104.8 16.1

Note: Dimensions are in millimeters. "'ne nose was mace
hemispherical. The length of item 1 was changed to

make the weights of each item eauai b5 grns. Ine
dimensions given are for the actual rounds since the
machinists had difficulty obtaining the design goais.

Our designs were intended for ballistic performance as weil
as for launch integrity of the rod. The rods were of reiativeiy
low L/D*, where D* is the diameter of a circle of tne same area
as the area of a transverse section of the design. The small
aspect ratio of our designs did not require the tri-foii sniape
for launch or penetration integrity but did allow the study of
the foil design with respect to rods that were under study at
that time. Each rod was to have an L/D* of 16 but some varia-
tions occurred due to machining difficulties. Note tnat tne
machinists had fair success with Item 2 but not with Item 1 which
had to be shortened to maintain the weight at 65 grams.

Euler2 Duckling of the rod during launch was of greater
concern than during the penetration phase. Whereas no closed
form solution of the interactions of such a penetrator woulo be
possible for the penetration orocess, the launch buckling orooen-
sity for a tri-foil should be proportional to tne relative oolar
moments of inertia of the rod and foil. For ease of analysis,
this ratio will be presented using the moael oresented in tne
next section rather than the complete solution of all possible
buckling modes. This paper will also present the polar moment
for a tubular design for comparison purposes. Other studies
involving the tubular design 3 4 have presented the advantaoes and
drawbacks of such projectiles.

II. THE TRI-FOIL SHAPE

The parameters of imoortance to the tri-foil shade were
given in Figure 1. The cutting radii are normalized by the
seoaration distance such that unitless dimensions may be used to
describe the designs. It can also be noted that the designs are
not limited by the ratio of the fin thickness to the radius (rl,
the fin width) as was the analysis by Katz.1  If the separation
distance between the radii centers becomes very large compared to
rl the tri-foil will begin to look and behave as a bar with an
equilateral triangle for cross section. As less and less is cut
from the bar, i.e. r2 decreases while the other parameters are
held constant, the finned bar quickly becomes a rod. The orig-
inal analysis aporoached neither of these two limiting cases
while the analysis presented in this Paper reaches these two
realistic limits.

"" "" "8



Figure 2 presents the various kinds of geometries that are
possible with a simple set of design parameters. In. variables K
and j are defined after equations 1 and 2 on the following oaae.
A third limiting case with the shape being a hollow cylinder.
i.e. d=O, should also be considered. For ease of calculation of

* the finned shape, the two angles (compare figure 2 an figure 3)
were limited to pi/3 radians. This precluded the model from

* . extrapolating to the hollow cylinder and the shaoes tvoitied in
Figure 2 where k=1.3 and j=0.3. Rather, the closed form solution
for the hollow cylinder will be compared as a unioue point.

A B C D

k: 1.3 0.8 0.6 <<I
J: 0.3 0.8 0.8 S

Figure 2. Geometries for various values of k and ,.

Figure 3 presents tne shaoe used tor tnis analysis. Note
that only a third of the total shape is used to simplify the
calculation. rhe simolification comes from the fact tnat tie
total oolar moment is taken to be just three times the oolar
moment calculated for this segment. The sector used for normai l-
zation is also a third of a circle.

9



(x, y) or (r, cos6, sine)

" d

Figure 3. Shape used for the analysis of J/J..

Using the following definition of terms:

Theta = Arctan(y/x)
Phi = Arctan[y/(d-x)]

where x and y are derived from the eauations for the arcs,
namely:

x2 + y2 = r 2 (1)

(d-x)2 + y2 = r22 ()

to obtain nondimensionalized parameters the aoove pararmeters are
divided by d as defined below:

rl/d = k r2/d = j x/d m y/d= n

and the equations yield:

m = (1 + k 2 - J2)/2 m ) 0 (3)

n = (k2 - m 2 )  (4)

Therefore:

Theta = Arctan(n/m)

Phi = Arctanfn/(1-m)] theta ard oni: < or = Pi/3

10



Solution of the simultaneous equations involvina k and the
radius, rl, at theta set equal to Pi/3 and yielding values for n
which are less than k times Sin(Pi/3) but greater than zero implv

that the foil web would be cut and the foil extrema wouid be de-

tached; thus, they are rejected in the computer program used to
calculate the polar moment ratios. A typical propram that wiji
run on a small personal comouter is given in the aooendix.

Area of sectors and segments as defined in figure 3.

AreaT/d2 = Pi*k 2 /3 (5)

APrea/d2 = k2*[Theta - Sin(Theta)*Cos(rheta)] (6)

AreaTI/d 2 = j 2 *EPhi - Sin(Phi)*Cos(Phi)] (7)

AreaN/d2 = (AreaT - Areal - ArealI)/d2 (8)

for a sector of eoual area:

Areao = (Pi * roL-)/3 (9)

By definition, the moments of inertia of the tr-foil are t: be

compared to the moment of inertia of a rod of eaual area.

Set: Areao = AreaN

from this the definition of ro4/d4 can be obtained

Polar moments of inertia of the areas defined bv figure 3:

Jo/d 4 = Pi*r, 4 /(6*d 4 ) = 3*AreaN2/(2*Pi*d 4 ) (10)

The above moment is for the sector of a rod. For the tri-foil a
step wise procedure will be followed:

JT/d 4 = Pi*k 4 /6 (11)

J= MIx + MTy JI= MIux + MITY (12)

where:

MTx/d 4 = [Theta - Sin(Theta)*Cos(Theta) - 2*Sin(Theta)6
*Cos(Theta)/3]*k 4 /4 (13)

Mly/d4 = [Theta - Sin(Theta)*Cos(Theta) + L*Sin(Theta)3

*Cos(Theta)]*k 4 /4 (14)

JIT is similar but the y axis must be transferred from tie
*-" remote oosition at x = d.

MIIx/d 4 = [Phi - Sin(Phi)*Cos(Phi) - 2*Sin(Phi)
*Cos(Phi)/3]*k 4 /4 (15)

11
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List of Symbols (Cont.)
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AreaT one third of the total area of a rod of
radius ri.

Areal area of segment defined in figure 3.

AreaTI area of segment defined in figure 3.

AreaN net area of a tri-foil sector.

Areao area of a sector of area eaual to AreaN.

Jo Dolar moment of inertia of a sector of

areao.

JT oolar moment of inertia of a sector of
radius ri.

JT oolar moment of seoment I.

JTT polar moment of segment II.

M moment adout a given axis.

AN AreaN.

Jc- oolar momernt of a hollow cyiinder.

vr residual velocity of largest fragment of

oenetrator after defeating tne target.

S v striking velocity of tne aenetrator.

vI probabilistic limit velocity

A, P Lambert fit coefficients.
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List of Symbols

Symboi Descriotion

ri locii of ooints that inciude tne extrerna o,
the flanges on a tri-foil or the inner rac3us
of a hollow cylinder deoeainrLn uocn tie

situation.

r 0 Cutting arc which forms the concave curves or:
the tri-toil surface or the outer radil.s -
hollow cylinder depertairi uooYI tle sIt,.a~ IC.

d the separation of centers of tr, trj-oi Alf'

the cutting arc.

L length of a rod or tri-foii.

D diameter of a rod.

D tne effective diameter of a tri-fot., i.e.
the diameter of a rod witn trhe sarm=e area az
the tri-foil.

k the ratio of ri/d (for a tri-f,:,il).

the ratio of rp/d (for a tri-toil).

Theta the angle formed between the raciz,.s r, aria the
horizontai when ri is drawn to end of tne
chord forming the "missing" seaments of t :e

tri-foil. (see figure 3 of text)

Phi the ancle formed between the cuttir arc arnd

the horizontal when the cuttria ar'c i, cirawn t:'

the end of the chord formi ra the "rissiri:"

segments of the tri-foil. (see figu-tre a)

x ri Cos (theta).

y rtSin(theta).

m x/o.

ne y/d. Note that m and n are used in computer
vaiidity checking.
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10 P1-3,141593
20 INPUT "ENTER THE VALUE OF K"iK
30 FOR L-1l TO 100
40 L2-L/100
50 M- (l+K2-L2-2) /2
60 IF M(W THEN PRINT "OUT OF RANGE" i SOTO 20U
70 IF M ) 1 THEN 400
80 DinK-2-M-2
90 IF D(-0 SOTO 400

100 N-SOR(B)
110 T-ATN(N/M)
120 P-ATN(N/ (1-M))
130 IF T)PI/3 OR P)PI/3 SOTO 400
140 TN-1,TAN(PI/3)*TAN(PI/3)
150 Cin1-(TN*C1-L*L))
160 IF C(0 THEN SOTO 260
170 CI-(1+SQR(C))/TN
160 D-C1.TAN(PI/3)
190 IF D)-K*SIhl(PI/3) THEN SOTO 210
200 SOTO 400
210 C2-(1-SOR(C) )/TN
220 IF C2(0 THEN SOTO 270
230 D-C2*TAN(PI/3)
240 IF D)-K*SINCPI/3) THEN 270
250 SOTO 400
260 REM NET AREA IS NORMALIZED BY THE SQUARE OF THE SEPERATION D1~VANLE
270 ANin(K*K*PI/3)-((T-SIN(T)*COS(T))*K*K)-((P-IN()CS(P))*La*L2)

*260 JT-K-4*PI/6
2W0 REM POLAR MOMENTS ARE ALSO NORMALIZED BaY THE ScPERATION DISTANCL
300 J~I-K4/2*(T-SIN(T)*COS(T),2/3*SIN(T)-3COS(T))
310 M2XinL2' 4/4*(P-SIN(P)*COS(P)-2/3#SIN(P)^'34CO8(P))
320 M2YC-L2-4/4*(P-SIN(P)*COS(P),2*SIN(P)-13*COS(P)-16/9*SIN(P) 6/(P-SIN~)*CJS~p))
330 M2YiMYC.L2^2*(P-SIN(P)*COS(P)-2/3*SIN(P)-3*L2) '2/(P'-SIN(P)rn.ZJb(p)
340 J2-m2X*M42Y
350 J-JT-JI-J2
360 IF JC0 SO0TO 400
370 JN-2*PIOJ/3/(AN-2)
380 REM PLOT L2 AS X AND JN AS Y ON A PLOT SC2ALED FROM 0 TO 1 IN X
390 REM AND 0 TO 7 IN Y.
400 NEXT L
410 SOTO 20
420 END
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE PROGRAM TO CALCULA-E ThiE

RELATIVE POLAR MOMENT RA".IUS

FOR TRI-FOIL SHAPES

(! he fc-,lowllia paqe is bia k.
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I. CONCLUSIONS

The polar moment ratio of tri-foll shaped orojectiles has
been investigated theoretically. The degree in improvement is
marginal but may present some special advantages to the employ-
ment of the projectile such as lighter weight sabots or integral
fins that may be stripped away by multiple plate targets.

While the ballistic tests were not definitive regarding tne
use of tri-foil penetrators, they serve to indicate the possible
improvements with non circular penetrators. The material was not

necessarily up to current standards but by comparing the perfor-
mance to a rod which was up to the same standard as the tri-foil,

relative figure of merit is possible. The ballistic tests were
not carried out with the largest possible increases in tne polar
moment ratio. This was done for two reasons. First, the graohs

presented by Katz I were not sufficient for accurate design.
Second, the lower ratios left much of the mass of the penetrator
centralized. Where the mass is left near the center, the impact
cross section is maximized. Thus, the performance of the pene-

trator was not as degraded as would be the case for the shape

shown in Figure 5 c, for example.

Some of the designs that are obtainable with unlimited
selection of k and j result in shapes that would be extremely

difficult to machine, or they would require techniques that are
too expensive to permit implementation. These are generally the
designs that have flanges at the extrema of the foils. Thus,

this investigation centered on "possible" designs by restricting
the cutting arc to Pi/3 radians. The same limit had to be
applied to the cut arc since a greater angle would result in the
outer radius being reduced.

While the ballistic limit of the tri-fol, Item 1, is not as
good as the long rod, the performance is very good on a absolute
scale. The poorer performance was partly due to the snorter
effective L/D of the tni-foil relative to the long rod. Thus,
advantages of the tri-foil may be employed without fear of a
serious degradation. This presents the fact that should system
advantages point to the need of a flanged rod, the tri-foil
design can be further developed without large risk factors.

A graphical presentation of the polar moment ratios has been
given to permit designing of the tri-foil shape for long rod

penetrators. This analysis may also be useful for the design of
ornamental columns for structural and architectural purposes.
The methods used to calculate this chart, Figure 4, are accurate

and the calculation is quick if one has access to a modest
computer. Hand calculations are more laborious but readily
performed.

17



velocity, and vl is the desired limit velocity.

Figure 6 shows the performance of the tri-foil relative to a
hemi-nosed rod penetrator of the samie material. Note that the A
coefficient (see the equation above) of the tri-foil is lower

than for the corresponding rod. This results in an asyrntote of
lower slope and generally infers a better material or desion.
The higher limit velocity may be highly influenced by the str'ik.-

ing velocities and vagaries of this test.

A spectacular behavior was noted durirg the oenetrati-..rn of
the target by the tr-foil Denetrator. The extrema of tne foils

were stripped away by the first and second ulates. Item 1 has
foils that are narrower at the tip than at any other ooint. thils
means that the mass is centered and tends to act like a hiu-_

asoect ratio rod.

The design of item 2 is such that the fins are tnicker at
the extrema than at some ooints alona the webs. This can ',e seen

in Figure 7. Note that both designs are drawn t:, toe same s-ale
in this figure. Proaram limitations orevented the test ,' of
item 2. Ballistic tests should be carried out to determir:e if
the stubbier foils give some of the advantages of lora rod zene-
trators without the disadvantages of tubular orolectiles a.readv

ment i oned.

1 o2

Figure 7. Items I arid 2 of table 1.

16



1200

900

Vr (m/s) 600

ROD/0

300 - I /
- I TRI-FOIL

* 0
800 1000 1200 1400

vS (m/s)

Figure 6. Residual velocity as a function of the
striking velocity for the L/D = 16 roa anc tie
L/D* = 14.6 tri-foil. 0 = rod X = t-i-foil

vr = 0 where vs ( vi (27)

vr is the residual velocity of the largest oenetrator
fragment Passing through the target.

vs is the initial striking velocity of the penetrator.
vi is the probabilistic limit velocity where no Denetrations

will occur.

and
Vr = A(vs p - vIP)1/P where vs ) vi (.?8)

A, P, and vl thus become the variables that must ue fit oy
multiole regression analysis. A must be Positive and less
than 1 and P must be greater than 1.

Note that if the variable P is taken as 2, tie aoove
eauation simply states that the residual enerqy after oeretratio:n
is linearly related to the difference between tne strikina e'erav
and the limiting penetration energy. 'he implied linearitv
would be due to a linear decrease in tle mass of the resicual
fragment of the initial rod. by taking P as a variaoie ratr.er
than as 2, the real non-linearity of the process near tie lirit
velocity can be fit. While this does not aualify as a mode:, tre
high degree of freedom exoerienced by having tnree variables to
fit results in very good fits. The variable A is related to tf'e
asymptote that the data approach when the target is severly
overmatched. P relates to the degree of curvature near the limit

15



A B C

Figure 5. Constant area snaoes. B and C have polar
moment ratios of 5.1 relative to A.

III. BALL ISTIC TEST

A comparison ballistic test was oerformed using one of the
two designs listed in Table 1. The tri-foil was comoared to a

simple rod Penetrator having a hemisohercallv r:urded rnose.
Both the rod and foil shaoes were made from U-3/4 Ti alloy. This

is a high ductility, high density material which was heat treated
similarly to the M774 penetrator material. The simple rod had an

L/D of 16 which was also the target L/D* for the tri-foil shapes.
Due to machining difficulties the desired dimensions could r,::t te

held, and they were modified by the vendor for Item 1. *his

modification led to a slightly over weight penetrator. To cor-

rect the weight, Item 1 was again modified by cuttin off sor,,e cf

the length. The target was a standard US triole target.

'The strikes that were considered valid are nresentd in,
Figure 6. This plot assumes that the penetration process will

result in a penetration curve5  see equations 27 aid 28 below.

that has the solution as given by Lambert6  Lambert's curve
fitting passes through the center of the data rather thar following

Bloore's hypothesis 7 that all data should be below and to toe

right of the curve.

14
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The polar moment of inertia for a hollow cylinder is easily

obtained from:

Jc = Pi*(r24 - r1 4 ) (22)

for a hollow cylinder of inner radius rl and outer radius r2

Jo = Pi*ro4  (23)

for a rod of radius ro

As above, define the area of the rod to equal tne area of
the cylinder such that:

r22 - r1 2 = ro 2  (24)

thus:

Jc/Jo = (r2 2 + r12)/r,2  (25)

and we have:

r2/ro - J(J/c/Jo/2) + 1/2J (26)

Comparison of a hollow cylinder with the tr-foil can be
made for specific polar moment ratios. That is, if we choose a
hollow cylinder with a polar moment ratio of 7, for example. The
above equations ouickly show:

r2/ro = 2 and rl/ro = V for the cylinder

and for the tri-foil k and j must be selected from Figure 4 of
the text, k = 0.85 and j about 0.8b4 snould give tie desired
ratio of moments of inertia. Note, the author has done some
calculations to obtain these values of k and j; J/Jr is actually

about 6.9 for these parameters; a closer definition of k and j to

exactly achieve 7 is unrealistic in terms of machining tolerances.

The usual criterion of equal area defines ri, rp, and a for
the tri-foil.

rj/ro = 3.53 rp/ro = 3.60 and d/r o = 4.1b

where: ro is the basic radius of the solid rod.

Another such comparison is presented in Figure 5 relative to

a rod of unit radius.

13
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MIIy9/d 4 = [Phi - Sinl(Phi)*Cos(Phi) + 2*Sin(Phi) 3

*Cos(Phi)]*j 4 /4 (16)

MIIY,c/d 4 = MIIy,/d 4 - A*x 2 /d 4  (1?)

where: x/d = 2*j*S1n(Phi) 3 /1Phi - Sin(Pni)*Los(Hn)J tift)

and A/d 2 - J2arphi - Sin(Phi)*Cos(Phi)i (ia)

MiIy/d4 = MIIy,c/d 4 + p*(1 - x/d) 2 /d2 (19)

JN/d 4 = (JT - J1 - Jl 1 )/d 4  (20)

and J/Jo = 2*Pi*JN/d4 /[3*(AN/d 2 )2j (C21)

* where: AN is the net area.

A computer program was written to calculate the ratio of
amoments; and the results are shown in Figure 4. The inter-

section at the left of the graph at 1 is the natural limit where
the tri-foil acts as a rod. The locii of the terminus Poin-.s of

* the various curves point to the value of t~ne polar moment ratio
for a cross section of an ecuilateral triangle. Since this
program was run with a coarse sten the terminus ,,oints ai-e rot
exact and extrapolation with respect to the grawh is nc-t very
accurate. This value can be easily calculated fr-om tne euuati,:.rs
given above.

6

4

"'a J /J0

2 DECREASING
o, I r Id I I I

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
r2 /d

Figure 4. Relative polar moment, J,, as a
function of r2/d. Curves are for r/d ratios
of .85, .75, .65, .55, .45, .35, .30, .25,.
.15, .10, .05, and .025 going from left to right.
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